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CARE GUIDE

Upholstery Care Guide

We want your Parker&Rome products to last a lifetime, so ensuring you are giving them the 
proper care is fundamental!

Keep the product away from direct sunlight as it may discolor over time.
Use a vacuum cleaner with gentle fabric attachment to remove dust and debris.
Spills must be cleaned immediately. Avoid rubbing or dabbing as it will penetrate deeper into the 
fabric fibers.
Soak up spills with paper towel or other very absorbent 
clean/dry cloth.
For stains, first attempt to clean with mild diluted dish soap in 
water, if that doesn’t work consult an upholstery cleaning 
specialist.
After cleaning make sure to dry the area with a fan or blow dryer 
without heat.
Fluff cushions regularly to maintain shape.
Do not drag as it may dislodge the legs and/or damage the 
frame.
Do not sit on parts that are not intended to be sat on such as 
backs and arms.
All our upholstered seating has been built and tested for 
residential use only. Take good care of your new item and it will 
take care of you!

Use proper cleanersCondition frequently Clean spills right awayKeep away from direct sunlight

leather Care Guide

A word about the care of pull-up leather: Clean and condition frequently. Only use leather 
cleaners and conditioners that are specific to pull-up leather, and follow the instructions 
provided by the manufacturer. Parker&Rome does not endorse any particular product.

Do not place in direct sunlight; it will lighten or discolor leather over time.
If spills occur, immediately soak up any liquids with an absorbent cloth and allow them to air dry.
Most surface scratches will fade over time if you rub them with your fingertips. Friction and heat 
from rubbing help to redistribute wax and oil to cover the scratch. Not all scratches have the same 
depth, this may not work on deeper scratches.
Top grain leather will lighten and soften with both use and time 
and develop a rich patina.
Never use detergents, polishes, preservers, or saddle soap. They 
can remove natural oils.
Aniline leather has natural markings that vary from hide to hide.
It also has colour variations due to the leather’s ability to accept 
dyes differently in various areas of a hide. Markings and shading 
distinguish genuine leather from man-made materials. 
Appreciating shade differences among hides also means 
appreciating them on individual furniture pieces, because no 
two pieces can be produced from a single hide.


